1. Introduction. In 1910 F. Riesz [3] , [4] established the following characterization for absolutely continuous functions with first derivatives in i£v: formed for every finite system of points a<x0<xx< ■ ■ ■ <xn<b have a finite least upper bound.
In 1964 Schoenberg [5] obtained an analogous characterization for the classes Jf2 for 1 ^ m, where in general ■**»(«, b) -{f: /<"-» e AC(a, ¿>),/""> e <?p(a, b)}, AC(a, b) = {/: /is abs. cont. on finite subintervals of (a, ¿?)}.
In particular, exploiting properties of natural spline functions, he obtained the following two results, where A£ denotes the wth successive difference. Theorem 1.2 (Schoenberg) . Let FeC [a,b] with -co<a<b<co. Then Fê 2(a, b) if and only if there is a constant K independent of n such that on dividing [a, b] into n equal parts by means of the points x¡ = fl + (Z? -a)i'/n and setting h = (b -a)\n we have Theorem 1.3 (Schoenberg) .
Let Fe C(-co, oo). Then FeJ^2m(-ao, oo) if and only if there is a constant K independent of h such that h 2 (A£F(i'n)/nm)2 Ú K for all h > 0. for every choice ofn and a < x0 < xx < ■ ■ ■ < xn < b.
In particular, ifFeJ#*pm then K may be taken to be (m/[(/w-l)!]p)||F<m)||P?
In this theorem, no assumption on the continuity of F, as is required in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, is necessary. Indeed, the random spacing of the division points eliminates the possibility that a discontinuous additive function can satisfy (1.2) for every partition of (a, b). The proof of Theorem 1.4 will be carried out in §3, where we will also obtain intermediate results and characterizations subsuming Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. To this end we shall introduce in §2 the notion of spline functions which solve appropriate minimization problems in =S?P. An additional characterization of ¿Fp(a, b), in terms of these splines, will be given in the final theorem of §3 which summarizes the major results of the paper. s will be called a /7-spline associated with the partition a S x0 < xx < ■ ■ ■ <xnSb, or, more simply, a /7-spline if s e Jfpm and s satisfies (2.1) for some r e Rn + 1. To show that (2.1) admits of a solution we begin by remarking that 3^vm is well known to be a Banach space under a variety of equivalent norms, e.g.
where {y^™ <= (a, b). Since convergence in Jfpm implies in particular uniform convergence on compact sets, it is easily seen that the flat U(r) is closed in Jfvm. Moreover, (¿/¿x)m is a bounded linear operator mapping JFpm onto 3?v. But then the hypotheses of Lemma IV.2.9 of [1] are satisfied, and thus (d\dx)mU(r) is closed in &v. Since (d\dx)mU(r) is also convex and J% is uniformly convex, we conclude that (d\dx)mU(r) possesses a unique element ge^ of minimal norm. Clearly there exists at least one se U(r) such that s(m)=g and thus s solves (2.1). In addition, it is immediate that s is the unique solution of (2.1) if and only if nm_x n ¿7(0) = (0), where -nm-x is the class of polynomials of degree at most m-1. In particular, s is unique whenever nâm-l.
/?-splines associated with more general minimization problems (cf. [2] for/?=2) can also be defined. Indeed, for general mth order linear differential operators L with continuous coefficients and nonvanishing leading coefficient, there exists a /?-spline minimizing \Lf\<e" over the flat U(r) = {feJtpm : A,/=r¡, O^i'^n} defined by an arbitrary set of n+ 1 continuous linear functionals {AJg such that U(r)j^ 0.
General properties of/?-splines will be studied elsewhere. For the present purposes we need only the following convergence result. Proof. Suppose/e C]¡t1 U¡. Then we infer immediately that ¡í¡(m)||.<?>,, ^ ||/<m)|.sv Conversely, suppose \\s¡m)\\jep^K. Since Ui+x<=U, we have ||íím)||ja»p^ ||j*>i||ä',-It follows that ||Si(m)||j2'p is a bounded monotone increasing sequence which converges to a limit A. Assume first that A>0. Then for arbitrary 0<e<1 we have for sufficiently large i and ally'äi Is Í \WnWJA Ú \\(s^ + sr)l2\WJA since (Si+Sj)l2e Ut. But then by the uniform convexity of ■&" for l</?<oo it follows that lkr-*(m,lk, S A8(e) with 8(e) -> 0 as e -> 0, i.e. the sequence s¡m) is Cauchy in ¿tfp and thus converges. Since all of the st e Ux, i.e. they agree on the mesh {xXJ}o1, it follows that the st converge to a function fe Jfpm which is easily seen to be in C]¡% x Ut and the proof is complete for A>0. On the other hand if A = 0, i.e. ||íí"1)|a'p = 0 for all i, then s¡m) is trivially Cauchy in ¿ifp and hence s¡ converges in ¿Fp as before.
The following characterization theorem is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1. Proof. Since the lemma follows from Theorem 1.1 for m = 1, we may assume m S: 2. Suppose F is discontinuous at the point x e (a, b). For concreteness, we assume that F is discontinuous from the left, i.e., there exists e>0 such that \F(x) -F(y)\>£ for some y<x arbitrarily close to x. A discontinuity from the right can be handled similarly. Fix x = xx<x2< ■ ■ ■ <xm<b. For any a<x0<x1 We now consider the case where (a, b) is an infinite interval. Suppose then that (1.2) holds. In particular it holds for any fixed finite interval (a, ß). By the above, Fe Jlfpm(a, ß) with ||F<m)||%,pScK where cK is independent of (a, ß). By Fatou's Lemma we conclude that $"a |F(m)(x)|p dx^cK, i. A similar result holds for semi-infinite intervals. We conclude the paper with a summary of some of the results. These are contained in 
